CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter describes the summary of the previous chapter. The previous chapter explains about some points which have been analyzed by the researcher. There are three points that the researcher analyzes. The first point is about the problems of which social tradition which occurs in “The Lottery” short story by Shirley Jackson. For the second point of the researcher analyzing social tradition which occurs in “Charles” short story by Shirley Jackson. While the last point is function of “The Lottery” and family values in “Charles” towards of social in story.

The first point is the issue of social tradition on “The Lottery” short story. It begins when there happens the sadistic and cruel tradition in an unknown village. The tradition is the lottery. This tradition has been going on for years. This tradition is a tradition that has been done for generations and they did this tradition with the belief that by conducting the tradition, their crops will be increased and will get a good harvest. Likewise, they believe if they do not do the tradition their harvest this year will fail. It is because the majority of the population is farmers. The tradition is led by Mr. Summer because Mr. Summer is in a higher class than others. Mr. Summer has coal business while others are farmers, so the social status of Mr. summer is higher than others.

This is felt by Mrs. Hutchinson. She felt that this tradition is not fair, while others do not dare to say it. As like what has done by Mr. And Mrs.
Adam, they just say it secretly. Because all of citizen are fear and believe about the tradition.

It is because they believe that with this tradition, the luck will be with them and their crops will succeed. This happens because the majority of their work is farmers. If they do not do the tradition, then failure and unluck will always be with them. Therefore, those who feel do not agree or feel uneasy with this tradition only express it secretly.

In the second short story is a family values on “Charles’. This story begins when a little boy named Lauire created the character of imagination to cover up his mistakes because of the prevailing norm in the family. by the character of Charles, Laurie can freely tell the his naughty doings with impunity. Laurie’s parents are very worried about the development of Laurie in kindergarten.

The norm and rules applied at school and in the family make Laurie tells lies. Because norm and rule that occur in his family and his school implied that a kid should have good attitude and if the child did bad attitude then he will get punishment. Thus, he created a character that was very naughty to cover up him mistakes and naughtiness and to avoid getting punishment from his mother. All the stories about Charles made Laurie’s mother anxious and worried about the development of Laurie in kindergarten. Because, as a child, the environment is very influential for his future development.
The last point is function of the social traditio in “The Lottery” and family values in “Charles”. If the function in the Lottery is to make harvest of citizen to e a good, by done the lottery’s traditio an d by give a sacrifice by the winner of this tradition. It is called sacrifice because the winner will be stoned until death, without any reason.

And the function of family values in “Charles is make a child desciplin and become a good child, the rule that used in this family, anyone who did a wrong way or bad attitude, they will get punishment, so with this act can make child afraid to do something wrong and will now little by little.